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METHODS AND SYSTEMIS FOR 
CONTROLLING ASEMCONDUCTOR 

FABRICATION PROCESS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This claims the benefit of U.S. App. No. 60/746,163 
filed on May 1, 2006 and U.S. App. No. 60/807,189 filed on 
Jul. 12, 2006. This application is a continuation-in-part of 
U.S. app. Ser. No. 10/985,834, filed on Nov. 10, 2004, which 
claims the benefit of U.S. App. No. 60/518,823 filed on Nov. 
10, 2003 and U.S. App. No. 60/607,649 filed on Sep. 7, 2004. 
This application is also a continuation-in-part of U.S. app. 
Ser. No. 11/123,966 filed on May 6, 2005, and a continuation 
in-part of U.S. app. Ser. No. 1 1/302,563 filed on Dec. 13, 
2005. 
0002 Each of the foregoing commonly-owned applica 
tions is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 1. Field 
0004. This invention relates to, interalia, methods of uti 
lizing a wafer-centric database to improve system through 
put. 
0005 2. Related Art 
0006. The handling of workpieces such as wafers within a 
semiconductor manufacturing environment can present sig 
nificant computing challenges. Hardware such as process 
modules, handlers, valves, robots, and other equipment are 
commonly assembled from a variety of different manufactur 
ers each of which may provide proprietary or pre-compiled 
Software unsuitable for a newly conceived process. In addi 
tion, fabrication-wide software typically compiles relevant 
data as simple, chronological logs of output from sensors, 
process modules, controllers, and the like, so that finding 
information for handler or wafer-specific processing requires 
an initial search of all of the potentially relevant log files for 
data, followed by processing the search results into a form 
Suitable for process control Such as scheduling decisions. 
0007. There remains a need for improved software suit 
able for real-time control of semiconductor manufacturing 
processes. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008 Software for controlling processes in a heteroge 
neous semiconductor manufacturing environment may 
include a wafer-centric database, a real-time scheduler using 
a neural network, and a graphical user interface displaying 
simulated operation of the system. These features may be 
employed alone or in combination to offer improved usability 
and computational efficiency for real time control and moni 
toring of a semiconductor manufacturing process. More gen 
erally, these techniques may be usefully employed in a variety 
of real time control systems, particularly systems requiring 
complex scheduling decisions or heterogeneous systems con 
structed of hardware from numerous independent vendors. 
0009. In one aspect, a user interface disclosed herein 
includes a display of a three-dimensional simulation of a 
semiconductor workpiece handling system that includes a 
hardware item; and a link to information related to the hard 
ware item, wherein the link may be substantially contained 
within an area of the display where the hardware item resides, 
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and wherein the information may include at least a status of 
the hardware item and technical information for the hardware 
item. 

0010. The three-dimensional simulation may be a real 
time simulation based upon operation of a physical semicon 
ductor workpiece handling system. The semiconductor work 
piece handling system may include a plurality of hardware 
items, each one of the plurality of hardware items may have a 
link to information associated therewith. The technical infor 
mation may include a list of replacement parts for the hard 
ware item. The technical information may include a manual 
for the hardware item. The technical information may include 
a maintenance log for the hardware item. The link may be 
activated by a mouse over of the link. The link may be acti 
vated by a mouse click of the link. The information may be 
displayed in a new window upon activation of the link. The 
information may be displayed in a pop-up window upon 
activation of the link. The status information may include 
sensor data received from the hardware item. The status infor 
mation may include diagnostic information for the hardware 
item. The diagnostic information may include one or more of 
a performance evaluation, an expected time to failure, a main 
tenance alert, and an operating condition alert. The hardware 
item may include one or more of a robotic arm, an end 
effector, an isolation valve, a heating station, a cooling sta 
tion, a load lock, a vacuum pump, a robot drive, a metrology 
device, a sensor, a process module, and a device within a 
process module. The hardware item may include a workpiece. 
The workpiece may include a semiconductor wafer. The sta 
tus information may include a particle map. The status infor 
mation may include an estimated temperature. The status 
information may include a wafer center location. The status 
information may include substantially real time data for the 
hardware item. The display may include a tool for user selec 
tion of a perspective for viewing the three-dimensional simu 
lation. 

0011. In one aspect, a system disclosed herein includes a 
state machine that controls operation of a semiconductor 
manufacturing system that may schedule processing of one or 
more workpieces, the state machine may include a plurality of 
states associated by a plurality of transitions, each one of the 
plurality of transitions may have a weight assigned thereto, 
wherein when the state machine is operating within one of the 
plurality of States, a selection of a transition from the one of 
the plurality of states to another one of the plurality of states 
may be determined by evaluating the weight assigned to each 
one of a number of possible transitions from the one of the 
plurality of states; and a neural network that may receive as 
inputs data from the semiconductor manufacturing system 
and may provide as outputs the weights for one or more of the 
plurality of transitions. 
0012. At least one of the states may represent a state of an 
item of hardware within the semiconductor manufacturing 
system. At least one of the states may represent a position of 
a workpiece within the semiconductor manufacturing sys 
tem. At least one of the states may represent a position of an 
isolation valve within the system. The neural network may be 
updated in substantially real time. The neural network may be 
updated every 20 milliseconds. The inputs to the neural net 
work may include one or more of sensor data, temperature 
data, a detected workpiece position, an estimated workpiece 
temperature, an actual workpiece temperature, a valve state, 
an isolation valve state, robotic drive encoder data, robotic 
arm position data, end effector height data, a process time, a 
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process status, a pick time, a place time, and a control signal. 
The inputs to the neural network may include at least one 
process time for a workpiece within the semiconductor manu 
facturing system. The at least one process time may include 
one or more of a target duration, a start time, an end time, and 
an estimated end time. The inputs may include a transition 
time. The transition time may include one or more of a pump 
down to vacuum time and a vent to atmosphere time. At least 
one of the states may include a transition to itself. The state 
machine may be updated in Substantially real time. The State 
machine may be updated every 20 milliseconds. The system 
may also further include a plurality of State machines, each 
one of the plurality of state machines may control a portion of 
the semiconductor manufacturing system according to one of 
a plurality of neural networks. 
0013 In one aspect, a computer program product dis 
closed herein includes computer executable code embodied 
in a computer readable medium that, when executing on one 
or more computing devices, performs the steps of controlling 
operation of a semiconductor manufacturing system with a 
state machine to schedule processing of one or more work 
pieces, the state machine may include a plurality of States 
associated by a plurality of transitions, each one of the plu 
rality of transitions may have a weight assigned thereto; 
receiving data from the semiconductor manufacturing sys 
tem; calculating the weight assigned to each one of a number 
of possible transitions from a current state of the plurality of 
states by applying the data as inputs to a neural network; and 
selecting a transition from the current state of the plurality of 
states by evaluating the weight assigned to each one of the 
number of possible transitions from the current state. 
0014. At least one of the plurality of states may represent 
a state of an item of hardware within the semiconductor 
manufacturing system. At least one of the States may repre 
sent a position of a workpiece within the semiconductor 
manufacturing system. At least one of the States may repre 
sent a position of an isolation valve within the system. The 
computer executable code may further perform the step of 
updating the neural network in Substantially real time. The 
computer executable code may further perform the step of 
updating the neural network every 20 milliseconds. The 
inputs to the neural network may include one or more of 
sensor data, temperature data, a detected workpiece position, 
an estimated workpiece temperature, an actual workpiece 
temperature, a valve state, an isolation valve state, robotic 
drive encoder data, robotic arm position data, end effector 
height data, a process time, a process status, a pick time, a 
place time, and a control signal. The inputs to the neural 
network may include at least one process time for a workpiece 
within the semiconductor manufacturing system. The at least 
one process time may include one or more of a target duration, 
a start time, an end time, and an estimated end time. The 
inputs may include a transition time. The transition time may 
include one or more of a pump down to vacuum time and a 
vent to atmosphere time. At least one of the states includes a 
transition to itself. The computer executable code may further 
perform the step of updating the state machine in Substan 
tially real time. The computer executable code may further 
perform the step of updating the state machine every 20 
milliseconds. The computer executable code may further per 
form the step of controlling operation of a semiconductor 
manufacturing system with a plurality of state machines, each 
one of the plurality of state machines controlling a portion of 
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the semiconductor manufacturing system according to one of 
a plurality of neural networks. 
0015. In one aspect, a method disclosed herein includes 
controlling operation of a semiconductor manufacturing sys 
tem with a state machine to schedule processing of one or 
more workpieces, the state machine may include a plurality of 
states associated by a plurality of transitions, each one of the 
plurality of transitions may have a weight assigned thereto; 
receiving data from the semiconductor manufacturing sys 
tem; calculating the weight assigned to each one of a number 
of possible transitions from a current state of the plurality of 
states by applying the data as inputs to a neural network; and 
selecting a transition from the current state of the plurality of 
states by evaluating the weight assigned to each one of the 
number of possible transitions from the current state. 
0016. At least one of the plurality of states may represent 
a state of an item of hardware within the semiconductor 
manufacturing system. At least one of the States may repre 
sent a position of a workpiece within the semiconductor 
manufacturing system. At least one of the States may repre 
sent a position of an isolation valve within the system. The 
computer executable code may further perform the step of 
updating the neural network in Substantially real time. The 
computer executable code may further perform the step of 
updating the neural network every 20 milliseconds. The 
inputs to the neural network include one or more of sensor 
data, temperature data, a detected workpiece position, an 
estimated workpiece temperature, an actual workpiece tem 
perature, a valve state, an isolation valve state, robotic drive 
encoder data, robotic arm position data, end effector height 
data, a process time, a process status, a picktime, a placetime, 
an encoder position, a time remaining for a workpiece in a 
process module, a time remaining for a workpiece in a load 
lock, and a control signal. The inputs to the neural network 
may include at least one process time for a workpiece within 
the semiconductor manufacturing system. The at least one 
process time may include one or more of a target duration, a 
start time, an end time, and an estimated end time. The inputs 
may include a transition time. The transition time may 
include one or more of a pump down to vacuum time and a 
vent to atmosphere time. At least one of the states may include 
a transition to itself. The method may further include the step 
of updating the State machine in Substantially real time. The 
method may further include the step of updating the State 
machine every 20 milliseconds. The method may further 
include the step of controlling operation of a semiconductor 
manufacturing system with a plurality of state machines, each 
one of the plurality of state machines may control a portion of 
the semiconductor manufacturing system according to one of 
a plurality of neural networks. The method may further 
include training the neural network to calculate weights for a 
desired workpiece processing schedule. The state machine 
may schedule concurrent processing of a plurality of work 
p1eces. 

0017. In one aspect, a method disclosed herein includes 
connecting a plurality of nodes into a neural network, each 
one of the nodes represented by a programming object; defin 
ing a condition for converting one of the plurality of nodes 
into a second plurality of nodes; and when the condition is 
met, converting the one of the plurality of nodes into two or 
more nodes. The condition may include a processing con 
straint. 

0018. In one aspect, a system disclosed herein includes a 
semiconductor manufacturing system; a controller that con 
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trols processing of workpieces within the semiconductor 
manufacturing system, wherein the controller permits a selec 
tion of one or more of a plurality of Scheduling techniques to 
control processing. 
0019. The plurality of scheduling techniques may include 
one or more of rule-based scheduling, route-based schedul 
ing, state-based scheduling, and neural-network-based 
scheduling. The controller may provide an interface for user 
selection of the one or more of the plurality of scheduling 
techniques. The controller may select the one or more of the 
plurality of Scheduling techniques according to a processing 
metric. The controller may employ at least two of the plurality 
of scheduling techniques concurrently. 
0020. In one aspect, a method disclosed herein includes 
creating a data structure for a workpiece, the data structure 
including an identity of the workpiece and one or more fields 
for storing information relating to the workpiece; processing 
the workpiece in a semiconductor manufacturing system; 
receiving data from the semiconductor manufacturing system 
relating to the processing of the workpiece; and storing the 
data in one of the one or more fields of the data structure. 

0021. The data structure may be an object oriented data 
structure. The data structure may be embodied in a relational 
database. The method may include creating a plurality of data 
structures for a plurality of workpieces. The data may include 
a measured property of the workpiece. The measured prop 
erty may include a location of the workpiece. The measured 
property may include a process time for the workpiece. The 
measured property may include a temperature of the work 
piece. The data may include a calculated property of the 
workpiece. The calculated property may include an estimated 
temperature of the workpiece. The method may include 
updating the estimated temperature according to a thermal 
model for the workpiece. The method may include storing a 
time at which the temperature was estimated. The workpiece 
may include a semiconductor wafer. The method may include 
providing data from a plurality of process modules for storage 
in the data structure. The method may include providing data 
from a robotic semiconductor wafer handler for storage in the 
data structure. The method may include storing a time in one 
of the one or more fields of the data structure. The method 
may include storing an attribute of the data in one of the one 
or more fields of the data structure. The attribute may identify 
a source of the data. The attribute may identify a time that the 
data was acquired. The method may include retrieving data 
from at least one of the one or more fields of the data structure 
and using the retrieved data to control processing of the work 
piece. The data may include a recipe for processing the work 
piece. The data may include a particle map for the workpiece 
that identifies a location of one or more particles on the 
workpiece. The data may include a process history for the 
workpiece. 
0022. In one aspect, a computer program product dis 
closed herein includes computer executable code embodied 
on a computer readable medium that, when executing on one 
or more computing devices, performs the steps of creating a 
data structure for a workpiece, the data structure including an 
identity of the workpiece and one or more fields for storing 
information relating to the workpiece; receiving data from a 
semiconductor manufacturing system relating to processing 
of the workpiece while the workpiece is processed by the 
semiconductor manufacturing system; and storing the data in 
one of the one or more fields of the data structure. 
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0023 The data structure may be an object oriented data 
structure. The data structure may be embodied in a relational 
database. The computer program product may include code 
the performs the step of creating a plurality of data structures 
for a plurality of workpieces. The data may include a mea 
Sured property of the workpiece. The measured property may 
include a location of the workpiece. The measured property 
may include a process time of the workpiece. The measured 
property may include a temperature of the workpiece. The 
data may include a calculated property of the workpiece. The 
calculated property may include an estimated temperature of 
the workpiece. The computer program product may include 
code that performs the step of updating the estimated tem 
perature according to a thermal model for the workpiece. The 
computer program product may include code that performs 
the step of storing a time of attaining the estimated tempera 
ture. The workpiece may include a semiconductor wafer. The 
semiconductor manufacturing system may include a plurality 
of process modules that provide data for storage in the data 
structure. The semiconductor manufacturing system may 
include a robotic semiconductor wafer handler that provides 
data for storage in the data structure. The computer program 
product may include code that performs the step of associat 
ing a time with the data in one of the one or more fields of the 
data structure. The computer program product may include 
code that performs the step of storing an attribute of the data 
in one of the one or more fields of the data structure. The 
attribute may identify a source of the data. The attribute may 
identify a time that the data was acquired. The computer 
program product may include code that performs the step of 
retrieving data from at least one of the one or more fields of 
the data structure and using the retrieved data to control 
processing of the workpiece. The data may include a recipe 
for processing the workpiece. The data may include a particle 
map for the workpiece that identifies a location of one or more 
particles on the workpiece. The data may include a process 
history for the workpiece. 
0024. In one aspect, a system disclosed herein includes a 
semiconductor manufacturing system; at least one program to 
control operation of the semiconductor manufacturing sys 
tem to process a plurality of wafers, and to receive data from 
the semiconductor manufacturing system relating to one of 
the plurality of wafers; a database that maintains a data struc 
ture for each one of the plurality of wafers and stores the 
received data in the data structure corresponding to the related 
one of the plurality of wafers. The at least one program may 
include Software to optimize throughput of the semiconduc 
tor manufacturing system according to wafer-specific data in 
the database. 

0025. In one aspect, a computer readable medium dis 
closed herein has stored thereon a data structure, the data 
structure may include: a first field uniquely identifying a 
wafer; a second field containing a measured value for the 
wafer during a fabrication process; a third field containing a 
calculated value for the wafer; and a forth field containing 
information about at least one process step to which the wafer 
has been exposed. The data structure may include a fifth field 
containing at least one prospective processing step for the 
wafer. 

0026. In one aspect, a system disclosed herein includes a 
semiconductor handling system including at least one robot 
and a plurality of process chambers; a software controller that 
controls operation of the handling system to process one or 
more workpieces; and an electronic interface that may 
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include a shared medium that couples the at least one robot, 
the plurality of process chambers, and the controller in a 
communicating relationship. 
0027. The shared medium may include a daisy chain in 
which the at least one robot, the plurality of process cham 
bers, and the controller share at least one wire. The shared 
medium may include a wireless network. The operation of the 
handling system may include controlling one or more slot 
valves. The operation of the handling system may include 
moving the one or more workpieces among the process cham 
bers with the at least one robot. The operation of the handling 
system may include receiving sensor data from at least one of 
the plurality of process chambers. 
0028. In one aspect, a system disclosed herein includes a 
semiconductor handling system that may include at least one 
robot and a plurality of process chambers; at least one work 
piece within the semiconductor handling system; a database 
that stores data for the at least one workpiece indexed accord 
ing to a unique identifier for the at least one workpiece; a 
controller that controls operation of the semiconductor han 
dling system, the controller may employ a neural network and 
a finite state machine to schedule handling of the at least one 
workpiece; and a graphical user interface that may display a 
real time three-dimensional view of the semiconductor han 
dling system and the at least one workpiece. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES 

0029. The foregoing and other objects and advantages of 
the invention will be appreciated more fully from the follow 
ing further description thereof, with reference to the accom 
panying drawings wherein: 
0030 FIG. 1 shows a semiconductor processing system. 
0031 FIG. 2 shows a high-level software architecture for 
controlling operation of a semiconductor processing system. 
0032 FIG. 3 shows a graphical user interface for human 
monitoring and control of a semiconductor processing sys 
tem. 

0033 FIG. 4 shows a finite state machine. 
0034 FIG. 5 shows a neural network. 
0035 FIG. 6 shows a neural network providing weights to 
a finite state machine. 
0036 FIG. 7 shows a process for controlling a semicon 
ductor processing system with a finite state machine and a 
neural network. 
0037 FIG. 8 is a functional block diagram of a self-propa 
gating object in a neural network. 
0038 FIG.9 shows a data structure for wafer-centric data 
handling. 
0.039 FIG.10 shows a use of wafer-centric information to 
control a workpiece fabrication process. 
0040 FIG. 11 shows an application of time-based wafer 
data stored in a wafer-centric database. 
0041 FIG. 12 shows a software system including a black 
box data recorder. 
0042 FIG. 13 shows a network for interconnecting pro 
cess hardware. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0043. The systems and methods described herein relate to 
Software for operating a semiconductor manufacturing sys 
tem. While the following example embodiments are directed 
generally to semiconductor fabrication, it will be understood 
the that the principles disclosed herein have broader applica 
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bility, and may be usefully employed, for example, in any 
industrial control environment, particularly environments 
characterized by complex scheduling, control of robotic com 
ponents, and/or real time processing based upon system 
states, sensor feedback, and the like. 
0044 FIG. 1 shows a semiconductor processing system. 
The system 100 for processing a wafer 104 may include a 
plurality of valves 108, a plurality of process tools 110, han 
dling hardware 112, control software 114, and a load lock 
116. In general operation, the system 100 operates to receive 
a wafer 104 through the load lock 116, to move the wafer 104 
among the process tools 110 with the handling hardware 112 
so that the wafer 104 may be processed, and to remove the 
processed wafer 104 through the load lock 116. 
0045. The wafer 104 may be any wafer or other workpiece 
processed by the system 100. More generally, terms "wafer 
and “workpiece' are used herein as a short hand for all sub 
strates and other materials that might be handled by a semi 
conductor fabrication system. It will be understood that, 
while the following description is applicable to wafers, and 
refers specifically to wafers in a number of illustrative 
embodiments, a variety of other objects may be handled 
within a semiconductor facility including a production wafer, 
a test wafer, a cleaning wafer, a calibration wafer, or the like, 
as well as other Substrates (such as for reticles, magnetic 
heads, flat panels, and the like), including Substrates having 
various shapes such as Square or rectangular substrates. In 
addition, a particular wafer-related operation may relate to a 
batch of wafers, which may be arranged horizontally within a 
plane, Vertically stacked, or otherwise positioned for group 
handling, processing, and so forth. All Such workpieces are 
intended to fall within the scope of the term “wafer or “work 
piece' as used herein unless a different meaning is explicitly 
provided or otherwise clear from the context. 
0046. The valves 108 may include slot valves or any other 
isolation valves or other hardware for isolating the environ 
ment of a process tool 110 from a shared vacuum environment 
of the system 100. Each valve 108 may be operable to selec 
tively isolate one or more interior chambers. 
0047. The process tools 110 may include any tools or 
modules Suitable for processing semiconductor wafers. For 
example, the process tools 110 may include any semiconduc 
tor process module or tool, including without limitation 
metrology tools, deposition tools, lithography tools, etching 
tools, coating tools, buffer stations, storage tools, inspection 
tools, heating/cooling stations, and so forth. The process tools 
110 may also, or instead, include cluster tools with a number 
of different process tools arranged about a common wafer 
handler. 

0048. The handling hardware 112 may include one or 
more robotic arms, transport carts, elevators, transfer stations 
and the like, as well as combinations of these. In general, the 
handling hardware 112 operates to manipulate wafers 104 
within the system 100, such as by moving a wafer 104 
between two of the process tools 110, or to/from the load lock 
116. While in certain instances, the handling hardware 112 
may include a single robotic arm or transport cart, more 
complex combinations may be usefully employed, such as a 
number of robotic arms that hand off wafers along a line of 
process tools (either directly or via a transfer station), a num 
ber of robots that service a cart (such as a magnetically levi 
tated cart or a cart on rails) for relatively long distance trans 
port, and so forth. All Such combinations that might be 
usefully employed to manipulate wafers and transfer wafers 
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among process tools 110 are intended to fall within the scope 
of the handling hardware 112 described herein. 
0049. The control software 114 performs a variety of tasks 
associated with processing wafers 104 within the system 100. 
By way of example and not limitation, the control software 
114 may control operation of the valves 108, process tools 
110, handling hardware 112, and loadlock 116. Each of these 
hardware items may have a proprietary or open programming 
interface, and the control Software 114 may also, or instead, 
manage communications with these hardware items, such as 
by interpreting data from the hardware or providing control 
signals to the hardware. At a more abstract level, the control 
Software 114 may coordinate the various components of the 
system 100 to schedule processing of one or more wafers 104, 
Such as by coordinating and controlling operations of the load 
lock 116 and handling system 112 to move a wafer 104 into 
the system 100 and into one of the process tools 110. The 
control Software 114 may also provide an external program 
matic interface for controlling the entire system 100, and may 
also, or instead, provide information to a fabrication-wide 
computer infrastructure. Such as event logs, status informa 
tion, and the like. As will be described in greater detail below, 
the control software 114 may employ a neural network to 
calculate weights for a finite state machine that controls pro 
cess Scheduling. As will also be described in greater detail 
below, the control software 114 may use data from or provide 
data to a wafer-centric database. The control software 114 
may also provide a graphical user interface for user interac 
tion with the system 100 and related process data. More 
generally, the control software 114 may support any Software 
functions associated with status, monitoring, maintenance, 
evaluation, programming, control, and/or operation of the 
system 100, whether with respect to particular devices, the 
system 100, or a fabrication facility of which the system 100 
forms a part. 
0050. The load lock 116 may include any device or com 
bination of devices that operate to control access to a vacuum 
or other controlled interior environment 118 maintained for 
the handling hardware 112 and process tools 110. It will be 
appreciated that, while a single load lock 116 is depicted, the 
system 100 may include multiple load locks 116, such as an 
exit load lock opposite the first load lock 116 (i.e., at the 
bottom of FIG. 1), one or more mid-entry loadlocks 116, and 
the like. The load lock 116 may include multiple shelves for 
batch wafer operations, heating/cooling systems, sensors to 
detect, e.g., wafer position, temperature, and the like, and any 
other systems or Sub-systems useful for handling and/or tem 
porary storage of wafers in transit between the interior envi 
ronment 118 and an exterior environment. The load lock may 
include vacuum pumps, vents, gas Supplies, slot valves, and 
any other hardware useful for handling wafers in this context. 
It will be further appreciated that the load lock 116 may 
expose the interior environment 118 directly to an external 
environment such as a clean room, or may be coupled to an 
equipment front end module, unified pod handler, or the like 
to transition single wafers or groups of wafers between the 
interior environment 118 and other areas of a fabrication 
facility. 
0051. It will be appreciated that the description of the 
system 100 is purposefully generic. A semiconductor pro 
cessing system may include a wide array of hardware, sensors 
and the like, all of which may be controlled or used by the 
control software 114 to achieve desired wafer processing. For 
example, although four process tools 110 are depicted, it will 
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be understood that fewer or more tools 110 may be employed, 
and each tool 110 may be a single tool, a process module, a 
cluster tool, stacked process modules, batch processing mod 
ules, and so forth. Further, while a linear arrangement is 
depicted, any suitable layout of tools 110 and handling hard 
ware 112 may be usefully employed according to a particular 
process design. Further, tools such as aligners, robots, carts, 
tracks, elevators, and the like may be employed, along with 
sensors (such as pressure sensors, optical sensors, contami 
nation sensors, etc.), timers, Switches, valves, actuators, 
relays, motors, and so forth, may be suitably employed to 
control or monitor processes. All Such variations are intended 
to fall within the scope of the system 100 described herein. 
0052. In more complex processing scenarios, the system 
100 may process multiple wafers concurrently. Thus a first 
wafer may be introduced and moved by the handling hard 
ware 112 to a process tool 110 and, while the first wafer is 
being processed, receive a second wafer which may be moved 
to a different process tool 110. Additional wafers may be 
introduced, and/or one of the wafers within the interior envi 
ronment 118 may be moved among the various process tools 
110. Thus, any number of wafers may be concurrently 
handled and/or processed consistent with the physical capa 
bilities of the system 100. 
0053 FIG. 2 shows a high-level software architecture for 
controlling operation of a semiconductor processing system. 
In general, the software 200 may include a number of process 
tool interfaces 202, other hardware interfaces 210, a control 
ler 220 including a hardware interface 210 for integrating 
communications with the foregoing, a user interface compo 
nent 222, a scheduling/control component 224, a diagnostics 
component 226, and a fabrication facility interface 230, and 
one or more databases maintained for facility-wide use. Such 
as a wafer database 242, and a records database 244. It will be 
appreciated that the foregoing software components and the 
arrangement thereofas depicted in FIG. 2 has been general 
ized to facilitate discussion of the more specific systems 
described below, and that numerous variations are possible. 
0054 The process tool interfaces 202 may be program 
ming interfaces resident on process tools, process modules, 
cluster tools, or the like. 
0055 Interfaces to other hardware 204 may include physi 
cal interfaces (e.g., wire leads or a wireless network connec 
tion) or programmatic interfaces to any otherhardware useful 
in a semiconductor manufacturing process. This may include, 
for example, interfaces to robots, carts, elevators, aligners, 
slot valves, pumps, vents, heaters, coolers, electrically con 
trolled grippers, and so forth. This may also include sensor 
interfaces such as outputs from thermometers, optical sen 
sors, pressure sensors, gas detectors, Voltmeters, ohmmeters, 
robotic drive encoders, and so forth. 
0056. The controller 220 may be an integrated controller 
for a processing system, Such as the system 100 described 
above. The controller 220 may be embodied on a computer or 
workstation located physically near the system, or may be 
embodied in a remote computer located in a control room or 
other computer facility, or may be integrated into a fabrica 
tion-wide Software system. 
0057 The hardware interface 210 may provide an consis 
tent internal interface for the controller 220 to exercise pro 
grammatic control over inputs and outputs for the hardware 
described above. 

0058. Within the controller 220, the user interface compo 
nent 222 may provide a user interface for human control and 
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monitoring of operation of the system 100. The user interface, 
which is described below in greater detail, may include 
graphics, animation, simulations, manual control, recipe 
selection, performance statistics, and any other inputs or out 
puts useful for human control of the system 100. It will be 
appreciated that a wide variety of interface techniques are 
known and may be usefully employed to provide a graphical 
user interface as described below. This includes network 
oriented interface technologies such as web server technolo 
gies, as well as application-oriented interface technologies. 
Unless otherwise specified or clear from the context, all such 
technologies may be suitably employed with the systems and 
methods described herein. 
0059. The scheduling component 224 processes recipes 
for wafers within the system 100. This may include schedul 
ing of movements among process tools, as well as processing 
within particular process tools. The scheduling component 
may receive recipes in any Suitable machine readable form, 
and may create corresponding control signals for the system 
100. During execution, the control signals may be communi 
cated to System components through the hardware interface 
210. Recipes and other system control instructions may be 
received from a remote location Such as a central fabrication 
control system through the fabrication facility interface 230, 
or may be entered locally at a computer device that operates 
the controller 220. 

0060 Scheduling may be controlled in a number of differ 
ent ways. For example, the scheduling component 224 may 
employ state machines and neural networks as described in 
greater detail below. However, numerous other scheduling 
techniques are known in the art for minimizing or reducing 
processing time and cost, many of which may be usefully 
employed with the systems and methods described herein. 
For example, the system may employ rule-based scheduling, 
route-based scheduling, state-based scheduling, neural net 
work-based scheduling, and so forth. 
0061. In one embodiment, the scheduling component 224 
may permit selection of one or more of these various sched 
uling models to control operation of the system 100. This may 
be presented, for example, as a user-selectable option in a user 
interface such as the interface described below. Once a sched 
uling technique is selected, a user may be prompted for any 
inputs such as rules, process steps, time constraints, and so 
forth. In other embodiments, the selection of a scheduling 
technique controlled by the controller 220 based upon, for 
example, optimization or other analysis of hardware con 
nected to the hardware interface 210 and/or any recipes 
scheduled for execution. Computerized selection of schedul 
ing techniques may employ the creation and/or evaluation of 
one or more processing metrics such as an estimation of 
processing resources required, fault tolerance, throughput, or 
any other useful criteria with which automated selections of 
scheduling techniques may be objectively compared. In 
embodiments, the scheduling component 224 may employ 
multiple scheduling techniques concurrently. While one 
example of this is the neural-network-weighted State machine 
described below, it will be appreciated that numerous other 
combinations may be usefully employed. For example, the 
scheduling component 224 may use a state machine to control 
robotics, while rule-based scheduling is employed to control 
and optimize use of process tools. All Such variations are 
intended to fall within the scope of this disclosure. 
0062. The diagnostics component 226 may monitor 
operation of the system 100. This may include tracking 
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scheduled maintenance as well as monitoring operation of the 
system to identify hardware failures and to determine, where 
possible, when failures are becoming more likely based upon 
current operation. One useful hardware diagnostics system is 
described, for example, in U.S. app. Ser. No. 1 1/302.563, 
incorporated by reference herein. The diagnostics component 
226 may also monitor Software performance using, for 
example, the “black box” techniques described below. 
0063. Other components 228 may include any other useful 
modules, executable files, routines, processes, or other soft 
ware components useful in operating the controller 220, and 
more generally, in controlling operation of a semiconductor 
manufacturing system 100 as described herein. This may 
include, for example, device drivers for controlling operation 
of hardware through the hardware interface 210. This may 
also include database management Software, communica 
tions protocols, and any other useful software components. 
0064. The controller 220 may include a fabrication facility 
interface 230 that may provide an interface to other users 
within a fabrication facility. This may include a number of 
different types of interfaces. For example, the fabrication 
facility interface 230 may include a programmatic interface 
that facilitates remote operation and control of the controller 
220. The interface 230 may also, or instead, include a web 
server for remote, web-based access to programs, data, and 
status information relating to the system 100. The interface 
230 may also, or instead, include interfaces to other shared 
computing resources within a fabrication facility Such as the 
wafer database 242 and the records database 244. 

0065. The wafer database 242 may provide wafer-specific 
data as described in greater detail below. This may include 
any useful data for a wafer Such as current temperature, his 
torical temperature(s), particle maps, and so forth. While 
depicted as a shared resource within a facility, it will be 
understood that the wafer database 242 may also, or instead, 
include a database on the device hosting the controller 220. In 
such cases, the fabrication facility 230 would preferably 
include an external interface to wafer data stored by the con 
troller. 

0066. The records database 244 may store any information 
useful outside the scope of the controller 220. This may 
include, for example event logs and the like from the control 
ler 220 as well as maintenance records and schedules (such as 
for robots and process tools), processing recipes, user manu 
als, technical specifications, data schemas, programming 
guides, and any other data relevant to the semiconductor 
manufacturing system 100 or the software 200. 
0067. As noted above, the foregoing description is gener 
alized to facilitate discussion of more specific Software sys 
tems disclosed herein. Unless otherwise indicated, the spe 
cific software components identified in FIG.2 may reside in 
a single device or multiple devices, and may be centralized or 
distributed. Thus for example, the process tool interfaces 202 
may be programming interfaces resident on associated pro 
cess tools, and may be accessed through the hardware inter 
face 210 of the controller 220 for use in, e.g., scheduling or 
display. Alternatively, a process tool may not provide a pro 
gramming interface, but may consist of physical connections 
controlled through one or more drivers in the hardware inter 
face 210. All such variations that may suitably employed in a 
software architecture for controlling a semiconductor fabri 
cation facility are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. 
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0068. It will be appreciated that the systems and methods 
described herein may be realized in hardware, software, or 
any combination of these Suitable for a particular application. 
The hardware may include a general purpose computer and/ 
or dedicated computing device. The processes may be real 
ized in one or more microprocessors, microcontrollers, 
embedded microcontrollers, programmable digital signal 
processors or other programmable device, along with internal 
and/or external memory. The processes may also, or instead, 
be embodied in an application specific integrated circuit, a 
programmable gate array, programmable array logic, or any 
other device that may be configured to process electronic 
signals. It will further be appreciated that the process may be 
realized as computer executable code created using a struc 
tured programming language Such as C, an object oriented 
programming language such as C++, or any other high-level 
or low-level programming language (including assembly lan 
guages, hardware description languages, and database pro 
gramming languages and technologies) that may be stored, 
compiled or interpreted to run on one of the above devices, as 
well as heterogeneous combinations of processors, processor 
architectures, or combinations of different hardware and soft 
ware. At the same time, processing may be distributed across 
a number of different computing devices in a number of ways, 
or all of the functionality may be integrated into a dedicated, 
standalone controller or other hardware. All such permuta 
tions and combinations are intended to fall within the scope of 
the present disclosure. 
0069 FIG. 3 shows a graphical user interface for human 
monitoring and control of a semiconductor processing sys 
tem. The interface 300 may include a variety of functional 
areas each accessible using for example a number of buttons 
302 on a menu bar 304. The functional areas may include 
configuration, 3D graphics, job control, maintenance, pro 
cess control, motion engine, factory interface, and operator 
login, and so forth. Each button may open a window or a pane 
within the interface 300 that provides user inputs and display 
related to the corresponding functional area. A number of 
examples are provided below. 
0070. By way of example and not limitation, a number of 
functional areas Suitable for use in a semiconductor process 
ing controller are now described. A login pane 306 may 
provide text input fields for inputting a user name and pass 
word, either for authenticating a user to the controller 220 
described above, or for authenticating the controller 220 to a 
fabrication-wide Software system. A motion settings pane 
308 may provide text or numeric input fields for receiving 
userparameters for motion Such as maximum acceleration for 
a robotic arm with and/or without a wafer. A job control pane 
310 may provide for user selection of wafer processing jobs, 
using radio buttons, file browsing, Scroll lists, drop down lists, 
or any other input control. The job control pane310 may also, 
or instead, provide job execution controls such as start, stop, 
store, and edit so that a user may control execution of selected 
jobs. A 3D graphics pane 312 may provide for user control 
over 3D visualization parameters such as selection of which 
system hardware is displayed, whether display is opaque or 
transparent, color of display, selection of perspective for ren 
dering, and so forth. A configuration pane 314 may provide 
for manual control and/or setup of system components. For 
example, using the configuration pane 314, a user may manu 
ally open and close slot valves, vents, and so forth. The 
configuration pane 314 may also permit a user to save a 
configuration associated with a job, or with a power up of the 
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system. A status bar 316 may provide real time display of 
operating parameters such as pressure, position, temperature, 
or the like as measured at various points within the system 
100. It will be understood that real time is an inherently 
flexible term that depends substantially on the context in 
which it is applied. In general, “real time implies an opera 
tional deadline from an event to a system response. One 
common metric for real time processing in industrial controls 
is 20 milliseconds—a minimum time base for a wide array of 
control hardware. Thus, in this context, substantially real time 
refers to about 20 milliseconds or less, while near-real time 
refers to an interval not significantly greater than 20 millisec 
onds. 

0071. A 3D graphics pane 318 may display a three-dimen 
sional simulation of a semiconductor workpiece handling 
system which may include, for example, the system 100 
described above. The three-dimensional simulation may 
include a real-time simulation based upon concurrent opera 
tion of a physical semiconductor workpiece handling system. 
For example, an operating system may gather data from sen 
sors, robot drive encoders, pressure gauges, and the like, and 
use this acquired data to drive an inverse kinematics or other 
simulation engine that simulates the system. The displayed 
hardware 320 may contain 3D renderings of each hardware 
item including, for example, equipment front end modules, 
front opening unified pod loaders, wafer cassettes, wafers, 
process modules, robot drives, robotic arms, end effectors, 
isolation valves, heating stations, cooling stations, aligners, 
load locks, vacuum pumps, metrology devices, sensors, and 
any other hardware. It will be understood that, in the context 
of describing the graphics pane, a hardware item may include 
hardware that forms the processing system, as well as items 
handled by the system (e.g., cassettes, wafers, and other 
workpieces) and utilities such as gas, electricity, and the like 
used by the system. One or more hardware items 322, which 
may include any of the hardware noted above, may include a 
link contained within an area of the pane 318 where the 
hardware item 322 is displayed or resides. 
0072. One or more controls may be provided for user 
navigation within the graphics pane 318. This may permit 
rotation, translation, Zoom, pan, and the like so that a user 
may control what portion of the simulation is to be viewed, 
and how closely and from what perspective the simulation is 
to be viewed. 

0073. Each link for a hardware item may be a hyperlink 
that is accessible to a user by a mouse over or point and click 
operation within the pane 318 in the area where the hardware 
item 322 resides. The hyperlink may provide access to infor 
mation related to the hardware item including, for example, a 
status of the hardware item 322 or technical information for 
the hardware item 322. Certain items, such as status may be 
usefully obtained locally by the controller 220 through direct 
access to process tools and other sensors. On the other hand, 
other items such a maintenance records or technical docu 
ments may be more conveniently stored at a central repository 
for use throughout a fabrication facility. Technical informa 
tion may include, for example, a list of replacement parts for 
a hardware item (which may be further hyperlinked to inven 
tory, procurements, etc.), a user manual for the hardware 
item, a maintenance schedule for the hardware item, a main 
tenance log for the hardware item. Status information may 
include, for example, sensor data or diagnostic information 
(such as a performance evaluation, an expected time to fail 
ure, a maintenance alert, and an operating condition alert). 
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Where the hardware item is a wafer, the status information 
may also include any of the data described below that might 
be stored in a wafer-centric database including without limi 
tation particle maps, estimated temperature, wafer center 
location, a wafer process history, a recipe, and so forth. Where 
an alert is created, such as overheating of a system compo 
nent, a pop-up or other window may be created for the hard 
ware item without user activation. 
0074 Information accessed through the links may be dis 
played in a number of fashions. For example, the information 
may be displayed in a new window, or a new pane within the 
user interface 300. The information may be displayed in a 
pop-up window within the pane 318, such as a callout or the 
like extending from the selected hardware item. 
0075 FIG. 4 shows a state machine. It will be appreciated 
that the state machine 400 of FIG. 4 is a highly simplified state 
machine, and that state machines used for real time control of 
a semiconductor manufacturing process would typically be 
significantly more complex, having significantly more states 
and transitions than illustrated in FIG. 4. 

0076 A state machine 400 may include a number of states 
including a first state 402, a second state 404, and a third state 
406. The states may represent, for example, the states of an 
isolation Valve (e.g., open or closed), positions of a robotic 
arm (e.g., location X, y, Z. etc.), status of a buffer station, or 
any other state or combination of states in a semiconductor 
manufacturing process. Each change from one state to 
another state occurs through a transition, Such as a first tran 
sition 410. It will be noted that each state may have one or 
more transitions into and out of that state. This may be, for 
example, a control signal or a sensor output that triggers a 
response by an item of hardware to transition to a different 
State. 

0077. It will be understood that while a simple finite state 
machine 400 is depicted in FIG.4, numerous other techniques 
can be employed to represent state machines. For example, a 
state machine may be fully represented by a state table that 
relates States and conditions in tabular form. In addition, 
various conceptual state machines use different models. For 
example, certain state machine models define binary condi 
tions for transitions while others permit more generalized 
expressions for evaluating state changes. A so-called Moore 
machine has outputs that depend only on the current state, 
while a Mealy machine has state outputs that depend on an 
input and the state. Other commonly used representations for 
Software implementations of state machines include algorith 
mic state machines, Unified Modeling Language (“UML) 
state diagrams, directed graphs, and so forth. These and other 
state machine modeling techniques may be usefully 
employed to characterize and control a semiconductor manu 
facturing process. 
0078 FIG. 5 shows a neural network 500. It will be under 
stood that the neural network 500 depicted in FIG. 5 is a 
generalized representation, and that the size and depth of a 
neural network 500 used to control a semiconductor fabrica 
tion process may vary significantly from this depiction. 
0079. The network 500 may include, for example, a three 
layer network of objects 502. An input 504 may be applied to 
one of the objects 502 at the top level of the network 500 (e.g., 
the “input layer) and an output 506 may be produced by one 
of the objects 502 at the output layer. Each of the objects 502 
in this network 500 may contain any number of artificial 
neurons and objects as will be described in greater detail 
below. In general, there may be any number of objects 502 in 
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the input layer, output layer, and middle layer. The number of 
objects 502 at the input layer 504 may correspond to the 
number of components 508 of the input 504 (which may be a 
vector or the like) and the number of objects 508 at the output 
layer 506 may correspond to the number of components 508 
in a target value vector, which is an output 506 used to train 
the network 500. Each component 508 may be a real value. 
The number of objects 502 in the middle layer may be, for 
example, the average number of objects 502 in the input and 
output layers. Each object 502 in one layer of the network 
may be fully connected to objects 502 of the adjacent layer or 
layers. In this way, the output from each and every object 502 
in the input layer is provided as an input to each and every 
object 502 in the middle layer. Likewise, the output from each 
and every object 502 in the output layer of the middle layer is 
provided as an input to each and every object 502 of the output 
layer. 
0080 A process for creating the neural network 100 typi 
cally involves creating an array of objects 502. As described 
below, each object 502 may further have the ability to clone 
itself based on any useful process metric or other objective 
criteria. For example, a useful criterion may be derived from 
a physical and/or theoretical understanding of an environ 
ment, Such as the processing time required to evaluate an 
input 504 to the network 500 based upon available processing 
resources. This criterion may have particular use where the 
neural network 500 is intended for use in real time control, 
thus imposing constraints such as completion of processing 
within 20 milliseconds or some other real time control time 
increment. In other words, where a system requires action 
within a known time interval, the network 500 may be con 
figured to automatically add or remove objects (e.g., nodes) in 
order to ensure completion of any evaluation within the 
known interval, or alternatively to improve the likelihood of 
completion within the known interval. Thus where possible, 
the network 500 may automatically provide finer grained 
processing to more accurately represent the modeled environ 
ment. 

I0081. The neural network 500 may be implemented 
according to an object-oriented programming paradigm. 
Within this, the objects 502 may be capable of propagating or 
cloning themselves according to one or more predetermined 
conditions. These actions may be conducted autonomously, 
by the individual objects 502. Thus the neural network 500 
may reconfigure itself without manual intervention. In 
embodiments, the objects 502 may be represented in an array 
data structure, which may include singly-r doubly-linked lists 
that represent the tree structure or hierarchy of the neural 
network 500. The neural network 500 may include any num 
ber of tiers or layers. The objects 502 may be software objects 
as expressed in an object-oriented language or any other 
computer language. More generally, numerous programming 
techniques are known in the art for designing and implement 
ing neural networks in Software, and all Such techniques may 
be suitably adapted to use with the systems and methods 
described herein, particularly techniques Suitable for use in a 
real time control environment. It will be appreciated that the 
term “neural network” as used herein may refer to a conven 
tional neural network or to a neural network that employs 
self-cloning nodes as described in greater detail below. 
I0082 FIG. 6 shows a neural network providing weights to 
a finite state machine. In this control system 600, handling 
hardware 602 includes a plurality of robots 604, such as any 
of the hardware and robots described above. In general opera 
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tion, output from the handling hardware 602 provides inputs 
608 to a neural network scheduler 610. The scheduler in turn 
calculates weights 612 for one or more states 614 of a finite 
state machine. These states, in turn, provide control signals to 
the robots 604 and any other handling hardware 602. 
I0083. The inputs 608 to the neural network scheduler 610 
may include any data derived from the handling hardware 
602. Such as sensor data from optical sensors, pressure 
gauges, Switches, and so forth. The inputs 608 may also, or 
instead, include robotic data Such as encoder data that indi 
cates positions of a robotic drive or the robotic components 
attached thereto. The inputs 608 may also, or instead, include 
processed sensor data. For example, a Switch may detect 
whether a slot valve is open or closed (and optionally, in 
transition), and the Switch output signal may be converted 
into a Boolean representation of the valve status. For 
example, an optical sensor and optical Source may work 
together to provide an optical beam that is periodically broken 
by the passage of a wafer there between. This data may be 
processed to capture the time of a transition from wafer pres 
ence to wafer absence (or, conversely, wafer absence to wafer 
presence), and the transition type and time may be provided 
as an input 608. In other embodiments, this sensor data may 
be further processed to calculatea center of a wafer, and wafer 
center coordinates may be provided as the inputs 608. Simi 
larly, robot encoder data may be provided in raw form to the 
neural network scheduler 610, or may be converted into 
physically meaningful values such as x, y, and Z coordinates 
of an end effector. The inputs 608 to the neural network 
scheduler may relate to a wide variety of system information 
Such as a pick time, a valve status (such as and without 
limitation open, closed, opening, closing, unknown, and so 
forth), a transition time (such as and without limitation, the 
time it takes to pump a load lock down to vacuum or up to 
atmosphere), and so forth. More generally, the inputs 608 
may be any raw or processed data available from the handling 
hardware 602. 

0084. At the same time, it will be understood that the 
inputs 608 may assume many forms. For example, the inputs 
608 may include vectors, real numbers, complex numbers, or 
the like. The data may be represented as integers, floating 
point values, or any other numerical representation Suitable 
for use with the neural network scheduler 610. The inputs 608 
may be synchronous (i.e., a single vector provided at regular 
time intervals) or asynchronous 608 (i.e., with signals arriv 
ing at various times from various hardware items within the 
handling hardware 602). 
0085. The neural network scheduler 610 may include any 
of the neural networks described above. In general, the neural 
network scheduler 610 operates to process inputs 608 and 
calculate weights 612 used by a finite state machine. The 
neural network scheduler 610 may drive calculations as far 
down a neural network as possible given a time constraint and 
a finite computing resource with which to process the neural 
network. So, for example, the scheduler 610 may be dynami 
cally adapted to update consistent with real time scheduling, 
or may be statically designed to ensure completion of calcu 
lations in time for real time control, according to the hardware 
and software platform supporting the scheduler 610. Relative 
to the robots 604 and the handling hardware 602, the neural 
network scheduler 610 may work off-line, updating the 
weights 612 from time to time as the robots 604 are more or 
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less continuously operating based upon the finite state 
machine 616 and transitions therein having the highest 
weight 612 at the time. 
I0086. The states 616 of the finite state machine may 
employ any current value of the weights 612 to determine 
whether a transition is appropriate, and generate any Suitable 
control signals to the robots 604 and other handling hardware 
602. It will be understood that the state machine may employ 
multiple concurrent states, or the system 600 may include 
multiple state machines (i.e., one state machine for each item 
of hardware, or for discrete groups of hardware), or the sys 
tem may employ states with multiple outputs. While state 
machine modeling techniques are generally conceived to per 
mit full description of any system, certain techniques may be 
more convenient for describing the handling hardware 602 
described herein. Thus it will be appreciated that while any 
state machine design and programming techniques may be 
used, certain techniques may be advantageously employed in 
the context of real time control of semiconductor fabrication 
and handling systems. The use of State machines to control 
semiconductor manufacturing hardware, and more generally 
the use of state machines in industrial control, are well known 
in the art. 
I0087 FIG. 7 shows a process for controlling a semicon 
ductor processing system with a finite state machine and a 
neural network. 

0088 A neural network 710 receives data from a semicon 
ductor manufacturing system 730. These inputs are applied to 
the neural network 710 as shown in step 712. The neural 
network 710 then processes nodes as shown in step 714 to 
calculate outputs as shown in step 716. The outputs may be 
weights for transitions of a state machine 720. As noted 
above, a wide array of neural network and corresponding 
computing techniques may be employed. Where real time 
control or near real time control is desired, the neural network 
710 may be constrained so that updated outputs are provided 
within a predetermined time interval, such as every 20 milli 
seconds. 

0089. A finite state machine 720 evaluates current states 
722 to determine whether to transition to another state as 
shown in step 724, using the weights provided as outputs from 
the neural network 710. If a transition is appropriate, the finite 
state machine 720 proceeds to a new state as shown in step 
726 and generates corresponding control signals 728 for out 
put to the system 730. If a transition is not appropriate, the 
finite state machine may return to re-evaluate the current state 
722, with corresponding control signals created as outputs to 
the system 730. It will be appreciated that in control of the 
system 730, states and transitions may each have numerous 
output control signals associated therewith. In a real time 
system, the control signals 728 may be updated at a predeter 
mined time interval such as every 20 milliseconds. It will be 
noted that the state machine 720 may employ outputs from the 
neural network as well as physical data output from the sys 
tem 730. 

0090. As noted above, numerous state machine architec 
tures may be employed with the systems described herein. 
For example, the weights may be values for conditional tran 
sitions. These weights may represent physical quantities con 
ditionally applied to transitions such as time, position, pres 
Sure, and so forth. Thus a state may conditionally transition to 
another state when pressure in a process tool interior chamber 
is below a threshold, with the threshold represented by a 
weight from the neural network. Similarly, the weights may 
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represent Boolean values and/or expressions, as well as sen 
Sor data or any other scalar or vector quantities. In other 
embodiments, the weights may represent values assigned to a 
number of possible transitions from a state. In such embodi 
ments, remaining in the current state may have a weight of 
0.4, transitioning to another state may have a weight of 0.39, 
and transitioning to a third state may have a weight of 0.21. In 
this state, the state machine will remain in the current state 
indefinitely. However, if the weight of the current state drops 
to 0.35 and the weight of one of the other states rises to 0.4. 
then a transition will be initiated in the next processing cycle. 
0091. In another embodiment, each state may have a num 
ber of possible transitions arranged as, for example, a stack or 
linked list of items each having one or more conditions for 
initiating a transition. The neural network 710 may be 
employed to reorder the conditions according to an evaluation 
of the inputs from the system 730, or to shift the linked list of 
items, so that one of the conditions is evaluated first. In Such 
a system, the neural network 710 may also reprioritize each 
condition independently and/or may add or remove condi 
tions and/or may alter values used to evaluate each condition. 
0092. The semiconductor manufacturing system 730 may 
receive the control signals created by the state machine 720 in 
step 728. As generally depicted in FIG. 7, the system 730 may 
execute control signals continuously (step 734), and may 
generate data output continuously (step 732). It will be appre 
ciated that the timing for these steps may be continuous or 
periodic and synchronous or asynchronous according to the 
hardware and sensors employed by the system 730. 
0093. As a significant advantage the general architecture 
described above can separate processing that re-evaluates or 
reconfigures the state machine from the actual operation of 
the state machine. Thus, for example, the state machine may 
operate without input from the neural network indefinitely, 
providing conditional and/or unconditional transitions 
among States according to inputs from the physical system 
and generating corresponding control signals at any time 
interval suitable or desirable for controlling the system 730. 
At the same time, the neural network 710 may expend any 
appropriate amount of processing resources (e.g., by process 
ing the neural network 710 to any suitable depth) without 
requiring an update at the same time interval as the State 
machine 720. In other words, the neural network 710 may 
fully evaluate outputs even where the processing time extends 
over many time increments of the finite state machine. The 
neural network 710 may also, or instead, curtail processing to 
provide updated outputs at each time increment of the State 
machine, at every other time increment of the state machine, 
or at any other suitable interval. 
0094. It will be appreciated that the foregoing description 
shows a neural network based scheduling system at a high 
level. It will also be understood that that other techniques may 
be employed to modify a state machine asynchronously. For 
example, the state machine may be reconfigured using heu 
ristic techniques, rule-based techniques, look up tables, and/ 
or any other processing techniques provided they do not pre 
vent the state machine from continuing to provide 
substantially real time control of the system 730. These and 
numerous other variations and modifications to the process 
700 will be readily appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the 
art and are intended to fall within the scope of this disclosure. 
0095 FIG. 8 is a functional block diagram of a self-propa 
gating object in a neural network. In general, a self-propagat 
ing, object-based neural network 800 may include a plurality 
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of nodes 802, each containing a neuron 804, an output or 
weight 808, and one or more other nodes 802. 
0096. Each node 802 may be implemented, for example, 
as an object in an object-oriented environment. As shown, any 
of the nodes 802 may contain other nodes 802, which may 
recursively include similar objects. 
(0097. The artificial neuron 804 within each node 802 may 
provide conventional functionality of a neuron within the 
neural network 800, with one or more outputs of the neuron 
804 represented as weights 808. The neuron 804 may be 
embodied in any implementation of artificial neurons useful 
for programmatic implementation of a neural network, 
including without limitation a perceptron, a sigmoid unit, a 
linear unit, and so forth. Both the artificial neurons 804 and 
the nodes 802 of a particular node 802 may be arranged 
together in a network Such as a directed, undirected, cyclic, 
and/or acyclic graph; a map; a mesh, and so forth. In one 
embodiment, these nodes 802 are arranged in an acyclic, 
directed graph. In any case, an output from one artificial 
neuron 804 at a node 802 may be the input to one or more 
other artificial neurons 804 at one or more other nodes 802. 
The set of weights 808 may comprise an ordered set of real 
values used to control a state machine as generally described 
above. 
0098. In embodiments, the nodes 802 may be object-ori 
ented nodes implemented on a single, uniprocessor com 
puter; a plurality of uniprocessor computers; a single, multi 
processor computer, a plurality of multiprocessor computers; 
and so forth. The neural network 800 may provide a parallel 
computation of an input vector to an output vector across a 
plurality of nodes 802. The nodes may be evaluated or calcu 
lated using an algorithm; a heuristic; an approximation; an 
optimization; a gradient descent; a stochastic approximation 
of gradient descent; backpropagation with or without 
momentum, weight decay, and/or any other techniques Suit 
able for evaluating a neural network. Execution of the evalu 
ation may operate in parallel or sequentially, locally on one 
computer or distributed across a plurality of computers. The 
architecture may employ multi-threading, multi-tasking, dis 
tributed computing, batch computing, timeshare computing, 
remote procedure calls, client-server computing, peer-to-peer 
computing, SIMD computing, MIMD computing, SISD 
computing, MISD computing, a service-oriented architec 
ture, an n-tier architecture, a monolithic software architec 
ture, a modular software architecture, and so forth. More 
generally, any Suitable computing techniques may be 
employed to evaluate the neural network 800 and calculate 
output values such as weights 808 there from. 
0099 Generally, the neural network 800 may accept an 
input, process the input according to a feedforward compu 
tational mechanism, and produce a result. Both the input and 
the output may be a vector of real values. Generally, the input 
value may be drawn from training data, validation data, or 
application data. The training data and the validation data 
may comprise inputs associated with desired outputs, which 
may be referred to as “target values.” These target values may 
be generated by a target function. The application data may 
comprise inputs but not target values. The training data and 
validation data may be used during a training process that 
prepares the neural network 800 for use in an application. The 
application data may be the inputs that the neural network 800 
receives during operating of, e.g., a wafer fabrication process. 
0100. An output of the neural network, or a node thereof, 
may conform to an approximation of the target function of the 
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input. In an embodiment, the output is computed by providing 
an input to the neural network 800 and applying a feedfor 
ward algorithm to the network 800. In accordance with 
object-oriented programming principles, a parent node 102 
may apply the feedforward algorithm to its artificial neuron 
(s) 804 and may request of its child nodes 802 that they do the 
same. Such as via a method invocation on each of the objects 
representing a child node 802. This process may continue 
recursively as the child nodes 802 apply the feedforward 
algorithm to their artificial neurons and request of their child 
nodes 802 that they do the same. After this process fully 
resolves a final output is produced. 
0101 The output or weights 808 may be compared with a 
target value. The difference between the output and the target 
value may be referred to as an error and the function that 
calculates the error may be referred to as an error function. In 
the preferred embodiment, the error function calculates a 
mathematic difference between the output (which may be a 
vector) and the target value (which may also be a vector). 
When the output equals the target value, the error has zero 
magnitude signifying a correct, target output. In Such cases, 
the neural network 800 encompasses a perfect approximation 
of a target function for that input. 
0102 Creating a useful neural network 800 involves a 
training process. This process may subject the network 800 to 
an input selected from the training data and then adjust the 
network 800 according to any resulting error(s). The general 
objective of this training process is to adjust the neural net 
work 800 so that it forms a good approximation of the target 
function with respect to all possible inputs selected from the 
domain of application data. In other words, a goal of the 
training process may be to adjust the neural network 800 so 
that the erroris minimized, if not Zero, with respect to any and 
all inputs drawn from any and all sets of application data. The 
training process may employ a backpropagation algorithm 
for adjusting the network 800 based upon the error. It will be 
appreciated that a neural network may be usefully trained 
without knowing or articulating the target function that 
relates inputs to outputs. 
0103) Those skilled in the art will appreciate that any 
function can be approximated with arbitrary accuracy by a 
neural network 800 composed of three layers of artificial 
neurons 804 arranged in an acyclic, directed graph with the 
bottom most layer (often referred to as the “output layer') of 
neurons 804 encompassing linear units and the two other 
layers of neurons 804 encompassing sigmoid units. However, 
it will also be appreciated that the number of neurons 804 
required in each of these levels is not generally known. One 
possible result of not having enough neurons 804 in a layer is 
an inability of the network 800 to approximate the target 
function with enough accuracy for a given application. Con 
versely, increasing the number of neurons 804 in a layer will 
increase the computational complexity associated with the 
training process. Moreover, the number of neurons 804 
required in a layer can increase exponentially with the num 
ber of inputs to the network 800. Furthermore, greater num 
bers of neurons 804 may be more prone to overfitting a set of 
training data. 
0104. As a significant advantage, implementing the nodes 
of a neural network, array declarations for the neural network 
can be significantly smaller. As another advantage, each 
object may encapsulate the ability to adapt to processing or 
training demands by adding or removing related nodes. This 
latter aspect is discussed in greater detail below. 
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0105. In one aspect, one or more nodes 802 may includean 
autonomous ability to create or remove child nodes. An algo 
rithm, heuristic, or other automatic process may determine 
when a node 802 should clone itself. For example and without 
limitation, Such a process may recognize that the node 802 is 
of insufficient complexity to process its inputs, such as where 
unsatisfactory training results are observed based upon some 
objective criterion or criteria for the error function. Similarly, 
a node 802 may eliminate related nodes where evaluation of 
the network 800 takes too long or uses excessive processing 
resources. In any case, the process of cloning may involve 
copying the node 802, spawning a new object based upon the 
node 802, adding one or more nodes 802 as children, adding 
one or more additional artificial neurons 804 within the node 
802, and so forth. These newly created objects or neurons 
may receive as input a value from an environment, from the 
parent node 802, or from any other child nodes 802 that may 
have been created due to the cloning process. The cloned 
nodes 802 may adapt in response to their inputs using any 
Suitable techniques including, perhaps as directed by an algo 
rithm, heuristic, or other automatic process. Similarly, a node 
802 may be removed from the neural network 800 in response 
to the determination of an algorithm, heuristic, or other auto 
matic process. 
0106. In this manner, the neural network 800 may tend 
toward adequate but not excessive nodes 802 for approximat 
ing a target function within a predetermined error. 
0107 FIG.9 shows a data structure 900 for storing wafer 
specific data. The data structure 900 may generally include a 
wafer identifier 910, a process history 920, a recipe 930, a 
particle map 940, real time data 950, and estimated values 
96.O. 

0108. The data structure 900 may be implemented as an 
XML database, a relational database, an object-relational 
database, or any other database or data structure Suitable for 
storing information as described herein. The data structure 
900 may be embodied in a volatile memory such as memory 
allocated for execution of a control program, or in non-vola 
tile memory Such as a fabrication facility data repository, or 
Some combination of these. Storing wafer data in a single data 
structure may provide significant advantages including easier 
access to wafer-specific data and greater portability of data 
for a wafer, including for example the data described below. 
0109. The data structure 900 may include a wafer identi 
fier 910 that identifies and/or describes the wafer. This may 
include a number or other code that uniquely identifies the 
wafer either globally or within a particular fabrication facil 
ity, wafer lot, or other appropriate context. The wafer identi 
fier 910 may also include descriptive data such as a wafer 
owner, chip type, wafer specifications and so forth. In one 
aspect, the wafer identifier may serve as a primary index for a 
wafer-centric database that contains data on a number of 
wafers. 

0110. The data structure 900 may include a process history 
920 that contains an event log, recipes, process steps, and the 
like for a wafer. Thus a full or partial history of a wafer may 
be stored in the data structure 900 for subsequent review or 
archiving. 
0111. The data structure 900 may include a recipe 930 for 
processing the wafer. This may be a current or prospective 
recipe applicable to a particular wafer. Where a wafer is one 
of a number of wafers intended for a batch or other group 
process, the recipe 93.0 may contain a reference to an external 
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(from the data structure) data location that contains the recipe, 
so that a single recipe may be shared among a number of 
wafers. 
0112 The data structure 900 may include a particle map 
940 that stores an image or other record of particles and/or 
defects on the surface of a wafer. The particle map 940 may, 
for example, be employed to control Subsequent processing 
steps, and/or may be updated during inspection or other 
metrology of a current process. In one aspect, the particle map 
940 field of the data structure 900 may contain a reference to 
a separate table or group of data items that contain various 
images and other representations of the wafer. 
0113. The data structure 900 may include real time data 
950 for the wafer identified in the wafer identifier 910. This 
data may include a number offields, such as in a related table, 
for various data types such as temperature, orientation, posi 
tion, and so forth. Each row of the related table may, for 
example, contain an entry of a data type (e.g., temperature), 
data units, a value, and a time at which the real time data was 
acquired. In another aspect, the real time data 950 may consist 
of a list of measurements to which new measurements are 
appended. 
0114. The data structure 900 may include calculated val 
ues 960 which may be a table, group of fields, or the like that 
contain estimated or calculated values for the wafer. This may 
include, for example, actual or estimated wafer center posi 
tions as calculated from various sensor measurements within 
a system. As another example, this may include wafer tem 
perature. An estimated wafer temperature may be calculated 
for example based upon other system information Such as a 
previously measured wafer temperature, an amount of time 
since the measured temperature, thermal characteristics of 
the wafer (which may be simulated or otherwise physically 
modeled orestimated), ambient temperature information, and 
any other relevant information available from the system. 
0115. It will be appreciated that numerous other fields are 
possible, and that each field may contain a single data item, a 
series of data items, or a reference to a table or external data 
Source that contains corresponding data. It will further be 
appreciated that the data may be embodied in an object 
oriented data structure, an XML data structure, a relational 
database, or any other form suitable for storage and retrieval 
of data in fields thereof. As a significant advantage, the data 
structure 900 may encapsulate any relevant data for a wafer, 
and may be readily ported to any other environment. Thus the 
data structure 900 may be stored in a fabrication facility data 
repository where it may be used in a current process as well as 
any subsequent processes. The data structure 900 may be 
transported with the wafer to other fabrication facilities, and 
used by a variety of different programs to analyze the wafer 
including facility-wide programs to calculate yield, through 
put, or the like as well as specific handling/processing sys 
tems where the wafer is to be processed. Other advantages 
will be clear from the foregoing, including an ability to main 
tain physical models of a wafer that permit more efficient 
and/or accurate processing decisions during a fabrication pro 
CCSS, 

0116 FIG.10 shows a use of wafer-centric information to 
control a workpiece fabrication process. In a system 1000, an 
automatic, semi-automatic, or manual process, or combina 
tions of these, may direct a wafer 1002 through one or more 
wafer processing facilities 1008. Data may be gathered 
throughout the process and forwarded to a wafer-centric data 
base 1010 where the data may be stored with or otherwise 
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indexed by a data structure associated with the wafer 1002. 
Data such as wafer temperature, wafer position and the like 
may be acquired from sensors within the system 1000. In 
addition, data concerning process steps may be logged in the 
various processing facilities 1008. All of this data may be 
forwarded to the database 1010 and associated with other data 
for the wafer 1002. Aspects of this system are now described 
in greater detail. 
0117. Each wafer processing facility 1008 may receive 
data from (e.g., through a test, sample, measurement, or other 
metrology) and/or apply control signals to (e.g., to control a 
robot or processing module) the wafer 1002, which may be 
any of the wafers or other workpieces described above. When 
the wafer 1002 first enters the system 1000, the wafer 1002 
may be received by a wafer processing facility 1008, and a 
record, object, or other data structure may be created in the 
database 1010. The data structure may be associated with or 
indexed by a unique wafer ID as described generally above. 
Any action or measurement performed by the wafer process 
ing facilities 1008 on the wafer 1002 may then be recorded in 
the database 1010, along with any instances of related data, 
metadata, sensor data, and so forth. Any or all of these values, 
data, and metadata may be stored in the database 1010 in 
association with the wafer 1002. It will be appreciated that, 
while a linear system is depicted, the wafer 1002 may be 
passed from one wafer processing facility 1008 to another, in 
an arbitrary order that may include the wafer being received 
by the same wafer processing facility more than once, and all 
such movements may be recorded in the data structure 
described herein. It will further be appreciated that additional 
structure may be provided for the data structure in a variety of 
useful ways. For example, the data structure may contain a 
route field that itemizes each facility 1008 in which the wafer 
1002 was processed, and each entry for a facility 1008 may 
index a table of process steps within that facility 1008. Simi 
larly, any portion of the data structure may index other data 
structures in hierarchical or other fashion where appropriate 
for processing efficiency or design convenience. 
0118. In one aspect, the database 1010 may be maintained 
in real time. The database 1010 may encompass information 
about the state of a wafer processing facility 1008 and/or the 
wafer 1002 itself, the time at which the wafer arrived or 
departed the wafer processing facility 1008, and any other 
relevant data. When the wafer 1002 leaves the system 1000, 
the database 1002 may contain every state of the system 1000, 
or some Subset of States or related data, that was associated 
with the wafer 1002 while it was in the system 1000. Where 
real time data for the wafer 1002 is maintained, this may be 
particularly useful for scheduling and control of processing. 
0119. In another aspect, the database 1010 may include 
fabrication data Such as particle maps, yield data, or other 
information for the wafer 1002. More generally, data logs or 
other non-wafer-centric data available within a fabrication 
facility may be used to populatea wafer-centric database with 
information applicable to particular wafers. The resulting 
data structure may, upon completion of a process, be trans 
ferred from the system 1000 to travel with the wafer 1002, 
e.g., to another processing system within the fabrication facil 
ity. 
I0120 Thus the database 1010 may contain data concern 
ing where the wafer 1002 has been throughout an entire 
fabrication facility, and what processing has occurred at each 
location along with detailed data concerning the processes 
and any results thereof. Additionally, the data structure may 
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contain information on prospective processing required for 
the wafer 1002. In one aspect, the data structure may contain 
an entire data log of wafer-specific data that spans numerous 
processing facilities 1008, storage facilities, transportation 
facilities, and so forth. The log may include a process log, a 
metrology log, a particle Scanlog, a temperature log, a pres 
Sure log, and so forth. Generally, the log may contain any 
available measurements concerning the wafer 1002 or the 
environment in which the wafer was processed. The database 
1010 may also, or instead, contain any available information 
about the state of the wafer processing facilities 1008 that 
handled the wafer 1002. 

0121 The database 1010 may be available to a fabrication 
management system or a fabrication automation tool. The 
database 1010 may be available in (or nearly in) real time. In 
embodiments, the database 1010 may be stored by an SQL 
database management system, an XML database manage 
ment system, or any other database management system or 
data storage system. In any case, the database may be stored 
offsite and away from the system 1010. As a significant 
advantage over data systems currently used in wafer handling 
facilities, the wafer-centric database may provide efficient, 
structured access to wafer-relevant data. While the general 
availability of data in a wafer-centric structure provides sig 
nificant advantages by itself, the data structure may also sig 
nificantly improve wafer handling and processing by 
enabling wafer-specific processing decisions, as described in 
the following examples. 
0122) Referring to FIG. 11, information associated with a 
wafer, such as any of the wafers or other workpieces 
described above, in a wafer-centric database. Such as any of 
the wafer-centric databases or other data structures described 
above, may include any time based data for the wafer, along 
with the current conditions of the wafer, such as wafer's 
temperature. By maintaining temperature data in real time, a 
current and historical temperature profile 1100 may be devel 
oped. The profile 1100 may be stored in a wafer-centric data 
structure and used by a control system in which the wafer is 
being processed. For example, the temperature data may be 
employed to optimize the amount of processing time and/or 
energy required for proper processing of a wafer. In an 
example, a wafer temperature 1102 may be detected at a time 
1104 that the wafer completes a process and/or exits a process 
chamber. The wafer's temperature 1102 may be determined 
and/or estimated at various times after the process is com 
pleted. An estimation of wafer temperature 1102 may employ, 
for example an empirical model, a physical model, or some 
other model of the wafer. The model may also account for 
ambient temperature conditions and other aspects of the envi 
ronment. Such as a handler or radiant Surface temperatures 
within a space, that might affect wafer temperature. The 
model may be used to determine changes in wafer tempera 
ture 1102 as a function of, e.g., time, and to calculate an 
estimated temperature at any decision point. Using Such a 
model, which may update wafer data in the database on 
regular intervals, such as every 20 milliseconds, the wafer 
temperature 1102 may be known or approximated at a later 
stage in processing, such as when the wafer is introduced into 
another process module. This may spare significant process 
ing time that might otherwise be required to ensure that a 
wafer is heated to a target processing temperature. For 
example, if the temperature of the wafer is known when it 
leaves a process module, the temperature may be estimated 
when the wafer arrives at a second process module. This 
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information may be used along with known thermal proper 
ties of the wafer to determine how much heating or cooling is 
required. 
I0123. A controller of a wafer processing system may use 
the actual or estimated wafer temperature 1102 as it prepares 
the awafer for a Subsequent process. By referring to a current 
(actual or estimated) temperature of a wafer in the wafer 
centric database, the system may avoid unnecessary heating 
or cooling. Thus for example, where a wafer should be heated 
to a process temperature, the database may provide a current 
temperature of the wafer, based upon which an amount of 
additional heating may be determined. Similarly, where a 
wafer should be cooled, the current temperature of the wafer 
may be employed as an input to a cooling step in order to 
minimize or otherwise optimize the time and energy used to 
cool the wafer. Variations in wafer temperature may be the 
result of, for example, differences in wafer transport time or 
differences in process temperatures. By monitoring these 
variations and updating wafer-specific data, Subsequent pro 
cessing may be improved on a wafer-specific basis. More 
generally, such an approach may optimize overall throughput 
by optimizing processing steps based upon current data for a 
wafer in a wafer-centric database. The database may be 
updated using measurements, or estimates/models of process 
parameters so that an actual or estimated value for Such pro 
cess parameters are continuously available in real time or near 
real time. 

0.124. In an alternate embodiment, a wafer centric data 
base such as any of the wafer-centric data structures described 
above may accommodate flexible use of a wafer processing 
system. In general, flexibility may be enhanced by providing 
wafer-specific data throughout the processing of a wafer, 
which avoids difficulties inherent in otherwise basing deci 
sions on wafer-specific inferences drawn from system-wide 
processing data. For example, a system with a plurality of 
processes may support processing each wafer through only 
the processes required to complete the wafer. In an example, 
a system with five processes (A.B,C,D,E) may utilize the 
wafer-centric database to process a first wafer through (A.C. 
D) while a second wafer may process through (A, B, E), and 
a third may use process through (B.C.D.E). A wafer-centric 
database 402 may allow the first wafer to be processing in (C) 
while the second wafer is processing in (A) while the third 
wafer is processing in (B). Using a wafer-centric database, it 
would not be necessary to reconstruct the state of e.g., the 
second wafer as it transitions from process B to process E. 
based upon data obtained from various process logs, transport 
robotics, and so forth. Rather, the history of the second wafer 
can be obtained directly by inspection of the second wafer in 
the database. In addition to data concerning history and cur 
rent state, the data for the second wafer may include a mani 
fest or the like that includes instructions for subsequent pro 
cessing. This data may be employed by a controller in 
handling the second wafer, and in coordinating the handling 
of other wafers in the system 408 that might be vying for 
handling or processing resources. 
0.125. As semiconductor fabrication systems and the 
underlying software therefore grow more complex, it 
becomes increasingly difficult to monitor control software, 
particularly where unexpected errors occur during execution. 
On technique for acquiring operational data during execution 
of complex software is described below. 
0.126 FIG. 12 shows a software system 1200 may include 
software modules, which may consist of or comprise a GUI 
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1202, a plurality of interfaces 1204, a plurality of black box 
recorders 1208, a plurality of application logics 1210, and a 
number of APIs 1212. The software modules may be arranged 
in a stack, as shown, with some modules grouped together to 
form one or more applications 1214. The applications 1214 
may communicate via interface 1204 software modules, as 
shown by double-headed arrows. As depicted, there is a GUI 
1202 application 1214; an application 1214 containing appli 
cation logic 1210 and no APIs 1212; and an application 1214 
that contains application logic 1210 and a number of APIs 
1212. Ellipsis indicate that, in embodiments, an number of 
other applications 1214 may be present, with those applica 
tions 1214 likewise being arranged as a stack of Software 
modules that have interfaces 1204 to provide inter-applica 
tion communication. It will appreciated that the depicted 
arrangement is just one example taken from an uncountable 
set of possible arrangements of software modules 1204,1208, 
1210, 1212 and applications 1214. 
0127. The black box recorders 1208 produce data 1218. 
This data 1218 may encompass information about the state of 
the software modules. This information may relate to infor 
mation that is passed between the modules and/or may relate 
to an internal state of a software module with which a black 
box 1208 recorder has contact. The information may be trans 
parently and automatically gathered by the blackbox 1208 as 
the information is passed through the black box 1208 from 
one software module to another. Alternatively or additionally, 
a software module may provide information directly to the 
blackbox 1208, such as and without limitation in the form of 
an alert, an error message, a status message, or some other 
message related to a software module's operation. Alterna 
tively or additionally, a black box 1208 may reach into a 
software module and extract information from the software 
module. In embodiments, this may be implemented as a 
method call to the software module. In embodiments, the 
black box software module 1208 may be implemented as an 
aspect in an aspect-oriented programming paradigm. In 
embodiments, the black box software module 1208 may be 
integrated into the other Software modules via inheritance, a 
callback, a hard-coded feature, a dynamically linked library 
or object, a statically linked library or object, and so forth. 
0128. In embodiments, the black box software modules 
1208 may contain circular queues. As information is collected 
by a blackbox 1208, it is added to a circular queue within or 
associated with the black box 1208. Optionally, the contents 
of the queue can be dumped to a log file. Such as to preserve 
those contents from being overwritten. In embodiments, a 
Software module. Such as and without limitation a diagnostics 
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tool may be configured to request and/or to receive the con 
tents of the circular queue. In this way, an up-to-date Snapshot 
of the information in the queue can be retrieved by the soft 
ware module. Generally, the data 1218 that is produced by the 
blackbox encompasses some or all of the information gath 
ered by the blackbox 1208. The data 1218 may be utilized to 
help determine an exact state of the system 1200 at any time. 
In some cases, this time may be associated with an unex 
pected event. Such as and without limitation a hardware and/ 
or software failure. 
I0129 FIG. 13 shows a network for interconnecting pro 
cess hardware. In the system 1300, a number of controllers 
1304, which may employ any of the control software and/or 
data structures described above, may be connected to a num 
ber of robots 1302 and other process hardware (such as slot 
valves, vacuum gauges, and so forth) using a shared physical 
medium 1306. The medium 1306 may advantageously be a 
pair of wires or other serial connection so that controllers 
and/or robots 1302 may be interconnected using a single, 
simple serial communications bus. Numerous protocols are 
known in the art and may be suitably employed for control 
ling communications among process hardware and control 
lers that share a single physical medium. The daisy-chained 
interconnection illustrated in FIG. 13 may also couple to 
sensors, valves, and the like which communicate data back to 
the controller(s) 1304. While a daisy-chain is one convenient 
technique for serially interconnecting devices, it will be 
understood that other techniques may be employed as well, 
such as wired or wireless Ethernet, either of which may share 
a common medium for communications. 
0.130. While the invention has been described in connec 
tion with certain preferred embodiments, other embodiments 
that would be readily appreciated by one of ordinary skill in 
the art are intended to fall within the scope of this disclosure. 
Accordingly, the following claims should not be limited to the 
specific embodiments described above, but should be 
afforded the broadest interpretation allowable by law. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A user interface comprising: 
a display of a three-dimensional simulation of a semicon 

ductor workpiece handling system that includes a hard 
ware item; and 

a link to information related to the hardware item, wherein 
the link is substantially contained within an area of the 
display where the hardware item resides, and wherein 
the information includes at least a status of the hardware 
item and technical information for the hardware item. 
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